
Is Now A 
Good Time 
To Invest?



There’s a lot to make investors nervous at the 
moment. Since the beginning of the year the 
global stock market has fallen nearly 20% and 
reached as low as -21.9% last week. Even the 
usually steady global bond market is 13.9% down 
year-to-date. Inflation and interest rates have 
been going up in leaps and bounds. The Ukraine 
conflict doesn’t appear close to a resolution. 
And just to rub salt in the wounds there’s now 
increasing talk of a possible recession. 

…but central banks are raising interest 
rates… Inflation is heading for once 
in a generation high …a slowdown in 
growth, or even a recession, is now 
on the table …potential for conflict 
between the world’s superpowers…

Nearly everywhere you turn, from friends and 
colleagues to news outlets, you don’t have to 
look far to find someone with a strong opinion 
about the financial markets right now.



Surely it would be foolish 
to invest now with all this 
going on? On the contrary, 
and in this e-guide we’ll 
explain why we think 
now’s actually the best 
time to invest.



Buy Low, Sell High

The Golden Rule 
Of Investing?

Sounds simple doesn’t it. All you need to do is buy 
units when prices are low and sell them when prices 
are high. However, markets are far from predictable 
and can move quickly and erratically in either 
direction.  Of course, we can’t predict the future and 
we can’t say whether markets have gone as low as 
they will, but one thing is for sure; if you have been 
waiting to buy low, now is your opportunity.



Sale Now On! 20% Off

Whenever there’s a big sale on at retailers, many people are eager to take 
advantage of the discounts on offer and bag themselves a bargain. With financial 
markets though, the opposite often happens. Global stock and bond markets 
are double-digit percentages lower than they were six months ago. Yet many are 
shunning them until “things have settled down”. 

Markets don’t settle down though – they tend to ‘settle up’. Waiting for market 
volatility to pass means you could be effectively waiting until the discounts have all 
but disappeared. Markets may of course fall further than they already have, but let’s 
have a look at what’s happened in the past after the global stock market had fallen 
by around 20%.

Looking Beyond Headlines

It’s worth remembering that it’s not a case of waiting for the bad news to turn 
good that will signal we have reached the bottom. Often the recovery begins 
long before the sensationalist headlines have subsided and will be decided when 
investor pessimism about the future has peaked.   This is a common reason why 
those who try and time the markets miss out on the strongest part of any recovery 
during times such as the one we find ourselves in right now.



Of course, with all that said, we appreciate that investing now might 
still feel uncomfortable. And whilst past performance should never be 
used as a guide to the future, a look through the history books shows 
that when markets have fallen in the past, they have always recovered 
and grown.

This is the tenth time since 1970 that the global stock market has 
fallen by approximately 20% or more. That means on average these 
slumps have occurred roughly once every five years. Those who held 
their nerve and invested after the market had fallen by around 20%, 
however, would have been rewarded with an average 10-year return 
of 186.7%. Or put another way, on average you would have made not 
far off three times your money in the space of a decade.

 History Repeating? 



Past performance is not a guide to the future. Source: FE Analytics. 
Month end data to 31 May 2022 in USD terms. *Less than 10 years since the decline.

So even when markets kept on falling, they always delivered a 
decent return in the end. Many times though, the global stock 
market began its recovery near the 20% drop mark. Don’t take 
that as a recovery forecast – it’s not. Instead see it as a reminder 
that if you’re tempted to ‘wait and see’ you could miss out 
on the recovery period, which is when the stock market has 
delivered some of its biggest gains.

These returns even account for markets continuing to fall 
after some of these 20%-or-so slumps. Following the 21.1% 
market decline between April 1973 and May 1974 for example, 
the market fell another 25.4%. Yet even with that subsequent 
drop it still returned 137.6% over 10 years. After an 18.6% fall 
between November 2007 and September 2008, the market 
then plunged another eyewatering 43.6%. Yet it still ended 
with a ten year gain of 99.2%.



Letting recovery periods pass you by is a sure 
way to put a dent in your long-term investment 
returns. It could even be worse than getting 
caught up in market falls. This chart shows why. 
It plots 1000 weeks of global stock market returns 
against those same returns but without the ten 
best weeks, i.e. the top 1%.

Miss It And Miss Out 

Past performance is not a guide to the future. 

Source: FE Analytics. Weekly data to 24 June 2022 in USD terms.



The difference is there for all to see. If you remained invested for all 1000 
weeks you would have earned a return of 360.2%. If you’d missed just those 
ten best weeks, however, you would have earned only 28% of that amount.

All but one of those best ten weeks came immediately after a period of falls. 
There’s no announcement they’re on their way though. It’s impossible to 
know exactly when each one will happen. Not even the most successful, 
seasoned professionals know. So if you’re thinking of waiting until things 
are looking up again, can you honestly say you’ll know the exact moment to 
invest so you don’t miss out on those top 1% weeks?



No-one knows for certain when the market is set 
to recover or if further falls are in store. What we do 
know though, is those who’ve delayed investing 
due to volatility have often ended up worse off than 
those who took the plunge and invested earlier. 

Investing now means you’ll capture all of the market 
recovery from here on in, as well as of course 
any further falls, and you’ll benefit more from 
compound growth. If you wait for volatility to pass 
you could be waiting a while – markets can remain 
volatile for several years. You’ll avoid any further falls, 
but you might also find out you’ve missed out on 
the best market returns. 

It can certainly take courage to invest when things 
are looking turbulent, but that can turn out to be 
some of the best times to invest. We can’t control 
market histrionics, but we can control how long we 
invest for. Fortunately for investors, the latter usually 
has a much bigger impact in the end.

Our Thoughts…



Although it sounds quite complicated, dollar cost 
averaging is the term used to describe a simple 
investing technique. 

In simple terms, it’s a theory which means using 
regular saving to help smooth out stock market 
investment volatility. The key point about dollar 
cost averaging is to invest on a regular basis. In a 
fluctuating market, cost averaging can allow you 
to benefit from buying more investment units 
when prices are lower.

The Beauty Of Dollar 
Cost Averaging



When formulating your offshore savings plan we will take 
the time to understand your attitude to risk, the level of 
input you wish to have in managing your investments 
and the specific objectives that you’re trying to reach. We 
will then make various recommendations, tailor-made to 
meet your personal requirements.

As the market weakens, investors with surplus cash are able 
to use this an opportunity to purchase funds and stocks at 
a huge discount. Then as the market swings upwards, these 
discounted stocks will increase in value, much to the benefit 
of the portfolio.

The Sooner You Start 
The Better



At Skybound Wealth Management we help clients arrange their affairs to best 
position themselves for their future, and support them along the way. We are 
here for you up to and throughout your retirement. We will talk you through the 
potential benefits of a number of financial planning strategies such as:

How Can We Help You?

Investing in tax beneficial jurisdictions - we can help you to choose 
the most favourable countries for your investments. By this we mean we will help 
ensure that your tax liability is reduced, therefore allowing you to keep more of 
your money. 

Investment choices and flexibility - there are many different 
investment options open to you, and our trained advisors will listen carefully to 
your financial goals. Once we understand what you want to achieve we will look 
at a savings plan to help you realise these goals. We will look at flexible products 
that have potential to give you the best return on your investment. 

A little relief - without professional advice, you could be missing out on vital 
tax reliefs that could save you money. Our advisors will assess your circumstances 
and help you to take advantage of any tax breaks available to you. 

Research shows that taking 
regular advice from a 
professional financial planner 
can result in a 53% increase in 
retirement income compared 
to those who sought no 
financial advice. However, we 
know how dangerous generic 
advice is so we recommend 
you contact Skybound Wealth 
Management today.



Deciding when to invest in a volatile market can be off-putting 
to both the new and seasoned investor. Rather than standing 
on the edge, trying to second guess what happens next, a 
regular savings plan could be the answer. By investing a 
consistent amount at regular intervals, you can gradually ‘drip-
feed’ into the market regardless of the price on any given day. 
This allows you to take advantage of price movements, as you 
will buy more units when prices are lower and less when they 
become more expensive.

Removing The 
Guesswork

The graph below shows the advantages of saving a regular 
fixed sum in a volatile market over the short to medium 
term. This comparison shows the value of two unit 
holdings over a 10 year investment term.

Saving in a volatile 
market

At first glance, Situation 
‘A’ appears to provide 
better fund performance 
over Situation ‘B’. However 
on closer inspection the 
benefits of unit price 
fluctuation become clear.

Under normal market conditions the stock market will always 
deliver fluctuating returns. As the market weakens, the 
investor is able to purchase more units for the same 1,000 
premium contribution. These additional units thereafter 
accrue in value as the market swings upwards, much to the 
benefit of the portfolio.



The example demonstrates the advantages of saving in a fluctuating market in a 10 year 
savings plan; the investment return is greater for Situation ‘B’ despite the unit price being 
lower at the end of the investment term than that of Situation ‘A’.



Wherever You Are Today.

Helping To Secure Your Future.

We exist to educate and guide you through the 
important decisions required today, to ensure you 
benefit from the freedom of tomorrow.

A Little Planning Goes A Long Way
Get in touch today to find out how you can 
use your expat status to protect and grow your 
wealth in the most tax efficient way possible.




